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Q.3 a) Prove =-(p t ('-- p /\ q )) "na -P A

series of logical equivalences'
- Cl are logically equivalent by developing a

b) considerthe (3.5) group encodingfunction defined by

(04 M)
(08 M)

(3 hrs)

1) Question no.1is comPulsory'

2\ Solve anyTHREE questions outof remaining FlvEquestions'

3) All questions carry equal marks as indicated by figures to the right'

4t Assume appropriate data wheneverrequired. State all assumptions clearly'

Q.1 a) Prove using Mathematical lnduction (05M)

2+5+8+...+( 3n - 1) =n( 3n+1)/2

b) Fi nd the gen e rati ng f uncti on for the fol lowi ng f i nite se quences

i\ 1,,2,3,4,... ii) 2, 2,2,2,2

c) Let A = {1, 4,7,13\ and R = {(1,4), (4,7), (7,4), (1,13)}

Find Transitive closure using warshall's Algorithm

d) Letf : R o R, wheref(x; = 2x - 1'and f 1 (x) =(x+1)/2

Find (f o f "1 
)(x)

Q.2 a) Define Lattice. Check if the followingdiagram is a lattice or not'

b) provethatset G-1L,2,3,4,5,61is afiniteabelian groupof order6with respecttomultiplication
(0s M)

module 7

c) A travel company surveyed it's travelers, to learn how much of theirtravel is-taken with an

Airplane, a Train or a car. The following data is known; make a complete Venn Diagram with all

the data. The number of people who f lew was 1307. The number of people who both f lew and

used a train was G02. The people who used all three were 398 in number. Those who flew but

didn,t drive came to atotal of 599. Those who drove but did not use a train totaled 1ro97.There

were 610people who used both trains and cars. The number of people who used eith er a caror

atrain orbothwas 2050. Lastly, 4llpeople used none of these Find out how many people drove

but used neither atrain noran airplane, and also, how many people were in the entire survey'

(08 M)

e(000)=gtgg66

e(010)=91961

e(100)=19911

e(ffi1)=gg119
e(011i=$1111
e(1Ot)=16191

e(110)=11919 e(111)=11906

Decode the following words relative to a maximum likelyhood decoding f unction.

i) 11001 ii) 01010 iii)00111

c) Mention all the elements of set D36 also specify R on D36 3s aRb if a I b' Mention Domain and
-' 

*."u.otn.frpt.iniftherelationisEquivalenceRelationoraPartiallyorderedRelation'lf 
itis

, pJni.lty Ordered Relation, draw its Hasse Diagram' (08 M)
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Q'a a) ExplainExtendedpigeonholePrinciple.Howmanyfriendsmustyouhavetoguaranteethatat
least five of them will have birthdays in the same month. (04 M)

b) Define Euler path and Hamiltonian path.
i) Determine Euler cycre and path in graph shown in (a)
ii) Determine Hamiltonian cycre and path in graph shown in (b)

€ tl(

Q.5 a) Let G be a group. prove

b) A pack contains 4 blue,
NOT replaced and then
and 1 black pen?

Q.6 a) Define reflexive closure and symmetric closure
closure of R.

A=11,2,3,41

{
(a)

c) In a group of 6 boys and 4girls, fourchildren are to be selected. ln how many differentways can
they be selected such that at least one boy should be there? (0g M)

{
(bi

c) LetA be a set of integers, let R be a relation on AXA defined by (a,b) R (c,d)
Prove that R is an equivalence Relation.

that the identity element e is unique. (04M)
2 red and 3 black pens. rf 2 pens are drawn at random from the pack,
another pen is drawn. what is the probability of drawing 2 blue pens

(08M)
if and only if a+d=b+c.

(08M)

of a relation. Alsofind reflexive and symmetric
(04 M)

b)
R =t ( 1, L), {1-,2), | 1., 4}, (2, 4);.3, l),{3,2),(4,2), (4,3}, {4, 4) }

Let H=
100
011,
11L
10 0

010
00 L

Be a pai-ity check matrix. Determine the group code e, 83) 86
Determine if following graphs G, and G, are isomorphic or not.

G2

c)
(o8M)
(o8M)

l-l{3

G1
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